SET IT RIGHT

What is it?

For the successful implementation of any project, it is fundamental to “set it right” from the outset. This means getting the development team trained on deploying Progress® Sitefinity™, and walking together through the project’s requirements, architecture, key concerns and recommendations to ensure a smooth implementation.

With the “Set It Right” offering, we will deliver development, consulting and mentorship services for the specific Sitefinity project. The engagement also includes technical training on Sitefinity development and deployment topics.

“Set It Right” is a perfect mixture of theory and practical workshops specific to the project at hand.

Consulting, Development and Mentorship Services
(options for different topics are also available)

- Initial developer training (see technical agenda to the right)
- Engineering and validating project requirements
- Building architecture and estimation sizing
- Organizing the Client’s technical team for Sitefinity development
- Developing key parts of the Sitefinity project and creating tasks for the technical team
- Setting up the development workflow for collaboration
- Mentoring the team during development

The consultant may continue working on the project after the “set it right” phase on a Time and Material basis. There are options to augment the Client’s technical team with consultants until the complete implementation of the project, at a very competitive price.

Technical Training Agenda

Lesson 1: Brief Review of Sitefinity Features
Lesson 2: Developing the Presentation Layer
Lesson 3: Widget Designer Framework
Lesson 4: Bringing Content to the Presentation Layer Using APIs
Lesson 5: Using Providers to Connect to Different Data Sources
Lesson 6: Localization of Content
Lesson 7: Working with Events
Lesson 8: Optimizing the Performance of Your Sitefinity Application
Lesson 9: Managing Sitefinity Configurations
Lesson 10: Testing Your Code

OFFERING

Only Duration, Team, Cost & Location

- Executed in 10 consecutive days
- 1 consultant
- Onsite or Remote